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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

STAFF ASSESSMENT OF PROPCSED AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE NRC AND THE STATE

OF RHODE ISLAND

Notice is hereby given that the .. S. Tiuclear Regulatory Commission is

publishing for public coment the staff assessment of a proposed agreement

received from the Governor of the State of Rhode Island for the assumption

of certain of the Commission's regulatory authority pursuant to section 274

of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

The staff assessment of the proposed agreement, the proposed agreement and a

narrative, prepared by the State of Rhode Island and describing the State's

proposed program fcr control over sources of radiation, is set forth below as

an appendix to this notice. A copy of the program narrative, including the

referenced appendices, appropriate State legislation and Rhode Island regula-

tions, is available for public inspection in the Commission's public document

rcoms at 1717 H Street, fl.W. , W'ashi:.gton, D. C. All interested persons

desiring to submit comments and suggestions for the consideraticn of the

Comission in t ?ra ection with the prcposed agreement should send them, in

triplicate, to the Office of State Prograns, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Cormissicn, Washington, D. C. 20555; Attention: Edgar C. Ashley [301)492-7767

within 30 days after initial publication of this notice in the Federal

Register.
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Exemptions from the Conmission's regulatory authority which would implement

this proposed agreement, have been published in the Federal Register and

codified as Part 150 of the Commission's regulations in Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations.

Dated at Bethesda. Maryland ,this 25th day of June ,1979.

FOR THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGL1ATORY COMMISSIO?!

Dv
Robert G. Ryan, Director '

s
Office of State Programs
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APPENDIX

STAFF ASSLSSMENT

SUMMARY

The Comnission has received a proposal from the Governor of Rhode Island

for the State to enter into an agreement with the NRC whereby the NRC

would relinquish and the State would assume certain regulatory authority

pursuant to section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended provides

a mechanism whereby the NRC may transfer to the States certain

lregulatory authority over agreement materials when a State desires

to assume this authority and the Governor certifies that the State

has an adequate regulatory program, and when the Commission finds

that the State 's program is compatible with that of the NRC and is

adequate to protect the public health and safety. Section 274g

directs the Commission to cooperate with the States in the formula-

tion of standards for protection against radiation hazards to

assure that State and Commission programs for radiation protection

will be coordinated and compatible. Further, section 274j provides

that:

"The Commission, upon its own intitiative af ter

reasonable noti'e and opportunity for hearing to

the State with which an agreement under subsection b.

1. A . Byproduct materials
B. Source materials; and
C. Special nuclear materials in quantities not sufficient to form a

critical mass,
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has become ef fective, or upon request of the
~

Governor of such State, may terminate or suspend

all or part of its agreement with the State and

reassert the licensing and regulatory authority

vested in it under this Act, if the Commission finds

that (1) such termination or suspension is required

to protect the public health and safety, or (2) the

State has not complied with one or more of the require-

ments of this section. The Commission shall periodically

review such agreements and actions taken by the States

under the agreements to ensure compliance with the pro-

visions of this section."

8. In a letter dated May 25, 1979, Governor J. Joseph Garrahy

of the State of Rhode Island requested that the Commission enter

into an agreement with the State pursuant to section 274 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and proposed that the

agreement become effective on October 1,1979. The Governor certi-

fied that the State of Rhode Island has a program for control of

radiation hazards which is acecuate to protect the public health and

safety with respect to the materials within the State covered by the

proposed agreement, and that the State of Rhode Island desires to

assume regulatory responsibility for such materials.

.

The Covernor has certified that there is no byproduct material as

defined in section 11e.(2) of the Act witnin the State and that

there is no activi ty within the State resulting in the production

of byproduct material as defined in section 11e.(2) of the Act.

At the same time, the staff has determined that there are no NRC
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licenses cutstanding in the State for byproduct material

as defined in section lle.(2) of the Act or for any activity

within the State resulting in the production of byproduct

material as defined in section 11e.(2) of the Act.

The proposed agreement provides for necessary amendments to the

agreement in the event that the State wishes to regulate byproduct

material as defined in section 11e.(2) of the Act and recognizes

that it will be necessary to amend the agreement in the event any

activity resulting in the production of byproduct material as de-

fined in section 11e.(2) cf the Act is found to exist within the
State.

The eight Articles of the proposed agreement cover the following areas:

I. Lists the materials covered by the agreement.

II. Lists the Commission 's continued authority and

responsibility for certain activities.

III. Allows for certain regulatory changes by the Cccmission.

IV. References the continued authority of the Comission for common

defense and security and safeguards purposes.

V. Pledges the best efforts of the Comission and the State

to achieve coordinated and compatible programs.

VI. Recognizes reciprocity of licenses issued by the respective

agencies.

VII. Sets forth criteria for termination or suspension of

the agreement.

VIII. Specifies tne ef fective date of the agree r.ent,

i : ,et cj 11 I l3D
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C. Title 23, Chapter 1.3, as amendqd, of the General Laws of

Rhode Island authorizes the Radiation Control Agency of the

Department of Health to issue licenses to, and perfcrm

inspections of, users of radioactive materials under the

proposed agreement and otherwise carry cut a total radiation

control program.

Rhode Island Rules and Regulations for the Control of Radiation,

adopted in accordance with the Rhode Island Radiation Control

Act, Title 23, Chapter 1.3 of the General Laws and the Administra-

tive Procedure Act, Title 42, Chapter 35 of the General Laws, pro-

vides standards, licensing, inspection, enfcrcement and administra-

tive procedures for agreement and non-agreement materials. The

regulations are not applicable to agreement materials until the

effective date of the agreement. The Rhode Island regulations became

effective June 2,1978 as they relate to x-ray machines and non-

agreement materials such as naturally occurring and accelerator

produced radioactive materials.

D. Environmental radiation issues with which the Division of Occupational

Health and Radiation Control has been involved i:.ulude: monitoring

and assessment of the impact of radioactive ~allout from nuclear

weapons testing; monitoring and assessment of of f-site iacact of

effluents frcm facilities utilizing large quantities of special

nuclear materials; review of environmental reports and safety

analysis reports submitted to support applications for EPA permi ts

.-4 .7
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and NRC licenses; monitoring and assessment of levels of

radioactivity in public, conrnur.ity, and private drinking water

supplies; and assistance to other State agencies when environ-

mental radiation issues arise.

The Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management (DEM) is

the department responsible for environmental protection within the

State. The State laws governing hazardous waste, air pollution, and

water pollution are included in Appendix I of the description of

Rhode Island Radiation Control Program. The memoranda of understanding

from the three divisions involved are contained in Appendix X.

The Division of Land Resources, DEM, will not issue a permit for

a low-level radicactive waste burial site until a license has been

issued by the Radiaticn Control Agency. Presently, the Division of

Air descurces, DEN, does not have any air quality standards for

r'dioactive air pollutants, and in the absence of any guidance from

the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the

division does not plan to regulate such materials.

The Division of Water Resources, DEM, does not issue EPA water

discharge permits, but they do certify the adecuacy of the appli-

cations. In their review they will assure that all discharges

meet the standards contained in Appendix A, Table II, Column II

of the Rhode Island rules and regulations.

f} C) i }Jb
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E. The estimated budget for Radiati.on Centrol for fiscal year

1980 (July 1,1979 to June 30, 1980) is $164,500. Funding for

Radiation Control is 78t State and 22% Federal. Federal funds

include $12,600 from the Bureau of Radiological Health for

compliance testing of diagnostic X-ray and $23,590 in HEW block

grant monies.

It is estimated that 578,C00 wil be necessary to fund the radioactive

materials activities of the Radiation Control Section. Radioactive

material activities in the section will include natursi ty occurring

and accelerator produced radioactive materials (NAT M), environmental
'

radiation programs and impact reviews, emergency esponse, industrial

and academic X-ray facilities and agreement material activities.

Approximately one-third of the radioactive material budget, or

$25,700 will be designated for the agreement material activities.

It is expected that close to 45 of approximately 50 NRC radioactive

material licenses cu: rently in ef fect in Rhode Island wculd be trans-

ferred to the State under the proposed Agreement. The State 's budget

for the agreement material program would therefore be approximately

5570 per license. This ccmpares to our recommended funding level

range of $200-S?i0 per license.

f() ) \Y
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II. ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED RHODE ISLAND PROGRAM FOR CCNTRCL CF
AGREEMENT MATERIALS -

References: Criteria for Agreement With States Ucder Section 274

of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as Amended.1/

OBJECTIVES

1. Protection. Develocment. A state regulatory program shall be

designed to protect the health and safety of the pecple against

radiation hazards, thereby encouraging the constructive uses of

radiation.

Based upon the analysis of the State 's proposed regulatory program

(followin: 'e staff believes the Rhode Island proposed regulatory

program for agreement materials is adequately designed to protect

the health and safety of the people against radiation hazards.

RADIATION PROTECTICN STANDARDS 2/

2. Standards. The state regulatory program shall adopt a set of

standards for protection against radiation, which shall apply tc by-

product, source and special nuclear materials in quantities not su''i-

cient to form a critical mass.

1/ As adopted in Feoruary 1961 (26 F.R. 2537, March 24,1961), and
amended in November 1965 (30 F.R. 15044, December 4, 1965). Minor
editorial changes have been made to reflect changes in reorganiza-
tion and authority of Federal agencies.

2/ The Conference of ;adiation Control Program Directors ' model
State regulations and State legislation for control of radiation
were used as a basis for all criteria enunciated.

jkO
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Statutory authority to formulate and prcriulgate rules and regulations is

contained in the Rhode Island Radiation Control Act (Title 23 of the

general laws entitled, " Health and Safety," Chapter 1.3, hereaf ter re-

ferred to as RIRCA) Section 23-1.3-2 (4). In accordance with that authority,

the state has prcposed Rules and Regulations for the Control of Radiation

(hereaf ter referred to as RIRR) which include radiatico protection stand-

ards which would apply to byproduct, source ar.d special nuclear materials

in quantities not sufficient to form a critical mass upon the ef fective

date of an agreement between the state and the Comission pursuant to

Section 274b of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

References: RIRCA Section 23-1.3-2 (4)
RIRR Part A.

3. Uniformity in Radiation Standards. It is important to strive for

uniformity in technical definiticns and terminology, particularly as

related to such things as units of measurement and radiation tose.

There shall be uniformity on maximum permissible doses and levels of

radiation and concentrations of radioactivity, as fixed by 10 CFR Part 20

of the NRC regulations based on officially approved radiation protection

guides.

Technical definitions and terminology contaired in the Rhode Island

regulations including those related to units of neasurement and radiation

dose are uniform with those contained in 10 CFR Part 20, except the

definition of byproduct material conforms to that contained in the

Atomic Energy Act prior to enact.itent by Congress of P.L. 95-604, 92 Stat.

3021 et seq., November 8,1978, the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Con-

trol Act of 1978 (UMTRCA). Enact: rent of P.L. 95-60a took place af ter

I{ () )
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promulgation of the proposed state regulations. The staff notes that

Rhode Island is not now the site of mill tailings from ores processed

primarily for their source material content nor is it likely to become

such a site in the foreseeable future. The definition of byproduct

material currently in use by the 25 Agreement States is that contained

in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended prior to enactment of

P.L. 95-604. NRC staf f is preparing draf t model State legislation.

which, when enacted by affected states, will enable them to conform

with the requirements of UMTRCA, including the amended definition

of byproduct material . The States have until November 7, 1981 to

enact such legislation and adopt other necessary regulatory requirements

if the States desire to continue to regulate cres processed primarily

for their source material content and disposal of byproduct materials

as defined in Section 11 e (2) of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended,

pursuant to a Section 274b agreement with the NRC.

In view of the above, the absence of a definition of byproduct material

conforming to that contained in Section 11 e (2) of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended, is not viewed as a significant departure at tnis

time from the need for uniform'ty in radiation standards and should not be.

considered an impediment towards signing of a Section 274b agreement.

References: RIRR Part A and Annex

Governor Garrahy 's letter dtd May 25, 1979, Enclosure (1).

ih E) } }k2
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4 Total Occupational Radiation Exposure. The regulatory authority

shall consider the total occupational radiation exposure of individuals,

including that from sources which are not regulated by it.

The Rhode Island regulations cover all sources of radiation within the

State 's jurisdiction and provide for consideration of the total radiation

exposure of individuals from all sources of radiation in the possession

of a licensee or registrant.

References: RIRR, Part A.2.1 and A.2.2.

5. Surveys, Monitoring. Appropriate surveys and personnel monitoring

under the close supervision of technically competent people are essential

in achieving radiological protection and shall be made in determining

compliance with safety regulations.

The requirements for surveys to evaluate potential exposures from

sources of radiation and the personnel monitoring requirements are

uniform with those contained in 10 CFR Part 20.

References: RIRR Parts A.3.1, A.3.2 and A.3.7 (c), (d) and (f);
'

C.8.2(c); E.2.15, and Annex, definition no.157.
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5. Labels, Signs, Symbols. It is desirable to achieve uniformity

in labels, signs and symbols, and the posting thereof. However, it

is essential that there be uniformity in labels, signs, and symbols

af fixed to radioactive products which are transferred f ecm person to

person.

The prescribed radiation labels, t.gns and symbols are uniform with

those contained in 10 CFR Part 20, Parts 30 thru 32 and Part 34.

The Rhode Island posting requirements are also unifor: with those

contained in Part 20.

References: RIRR Parts A.3.3 and A.3.4, Part C , and Part E.2.

7. Instruction. Persons working in or frequenting controlled areas

shall be instructed with respect to the hazards of excessive exposure

to radioactive materials and in precautions to minimize

exposure.

.

The Rhode Island regulations contain requirements for instructions

and notices to workers that are uniform with those contained in

10 CFR Part 19.

Reference: RIRR Part A.6.

8. Storace. Licensed radioactive material in storage shall be

secured against unauthorized rcmoval .

Licensed radicactive material in storage must be secured against

unauthorized removal from places of storage.

Reference: RIRR Parts A.3.6 and E.2.3.

-- .
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9. Waste Disposal. The standards for the disposal of radioactive

materials into the air, water, and sewers, and burial in the soil

shall be in accordance with Part 20. Holders of radioactive material

desiring to release or dispose of quantities in excess of the pre-

scribed limits shall be required to obtain special permission from the

appropriate regulatory authority.

The standards for the disposal of radioactive materials into the air,

water and sewers and by burial in the soil are uniform with those in

10 CFR Part 20.

Holders of radioactive materials licenses desiring to release or dis-

pose of concentrations or quantities in excess of the prescribed limits

are required to obtain special pcruission from the Rhode Island

Department of Health. The criteria for granting exceptions, as

specified in the regulations, are uniform with those contained

in 10 CFR Part 20.

References: RIRR Part A.4.

10. Pegulations Governing Shioment of Radioactive Materials. The

state shall to the extent of its jurisdiction promulgate regulations

applicable to the shipment of radioactive materials, such regulations

to be compatible with those established by the U. S. Department of

Transportation and other agencies of the United States whose juris-

diction cver interstate shipment of such naterials necessarily

continues.

h
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The transportation of licensed material including by common and

contract carriers wher .ach transportation is subject to the

regulations c.- :.e t . S. Department of Transportation or the U. S.

Postal Service is exempt from licensing. Other transportation is

subject to licensing requirements ar.d licensees must comply with

applicable requirements of the U. S. Department of Transportation.

References: RIRR Parts A.1.4 (b), C.4.3 and C.7.

11. Records and Reports. The state regulatory program shall require

that holders and users of radioactive materials: (a) maintain records

covering personnel radiation exposures, radiation surveys, and

disposals of materials; (b) keep records of the receipt and transfer of

tN materials; (c) report significant incidents involving the materials,

as prescribed by the regulatory authority; (d) make available upon

request of a former employee a report of his exposure to radiaticn;

(e) at requeLt of an employee advise him of his annual radiation exposure;

and (f) inforrn each employee in writing when he has received radiation

exposure in excess of the prescribed limits.

The Rhode Island regulations require tie follcwing records reports by

licensees and registrants:

a. Records covering personnel radiation exposures, radiacion

surveys and disposal of materials.

Reference: RIRR Parts A.5., C.8.2(c) and E.2.15.

[, C) } lkb
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b. Records of receipts and transfer of licensed naterials.

Reference: RIRR Part A.1.5.

c. Reports of radiation incidents, overexposures and excessive
,

levels and concentrations are defined in provisions uniform

with those contained in 10 CFR Part 20.

Reference RIRR Parts A.5.2, A.S.3, and A.S.4.

d. Reports to former Employees or to individuals of their

exposure to radiation or radioactive material.

Reference: RIRR Parts A.S.6, A.S .7, and A.S .4.

12. Additional Requirements and Exemptions. Consistent with the

overall criteria here enumerated and to accommodate special cases

or circumstances, the regulatory authority shall be a....orized in

individual cases to impose additional requirements to prote.t health

and safety, or to grant necessary exemptions which will not jeopardize

health and safety.

The Rhode Island Department of Health is authorized to impose upon

any licensee or registrant, by rule, reguiation, or order such require-

ments in addition to those established in the regulations as it deems

appropriate or necessary to minimize danger to public health and safety

or prcperty.

Reference: RIRR Pa r t A.1.8.

The Rhode Island Department of Health is authorized to exempt certain

radiation sources, uses or users frca licensing cr registration

requirements when it makes a finding that the exemption will not

constitute a significant risk to the public health and safety.

Reference: RIRCA 23-1.3-5(d). f;g } }k
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PRIOR EVALUATION OF USES OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

13. Prior Evaluation of Hazards and Uses, Exceptions. In the present

state of knowledge, it is necessary in regulating the possession and

use of byproduct, source and special nuclear materials that the

regulatory authority require the submission of information on, and

evaluation of, the potential hazards and the capability of the user or

possessor prior to his receipt of the materials. This criterion is

subject to certain exceptions and to continuing reappraisal as knowledge

and experience in the atomic energy field increase. Frequently there

are,. and increasingly in the future there may be, categories of materials

and uses as to which there is sufficient knowledge to permit possession and

use without prior evaluaticn of the hazards and the capability of the

possessor and user. These categories fall into two groups -- those

materials and uses which may be ccmpletely exenpt frcm regulatory controls,

and those materials and uses in which sanctions for misuse are maintained

without preevaluation of the individual possession or use. In authorizing

research and develcpment or other activities involving multiple uses of

radioactive materials, where an institution has people with extensive

training and experience the regulatory authority may wish to provide a

means for authorizing broad use of materials without evaluating each
specific use.

}kOH ]i\AC
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Prior to the issuance of a specific liceilse for the use of radioactive

material, the Rhode Island Department of Health will require the sub-

mission of information ca, and will make an evaluation of, the

potential hazards of such uses, and the capability of the applicant.

References: RIRR Parts C.1, C.3.1(b), and C.5

Governor Garrahy 's letter dtd May 25, 1979

Enclosure (2)

Provision is made for the issuance of general licenses for byproduct,

source and special nuclear materials in situations where prior evaluation

of the licensee 's qualifications, facilities, equipment and procedures

is not required. The regulations grant general licenses under the same

circumstances as those under which general licenses are gran'.ed in the

Commi ssion 's regulations.

References: RIRR Parts C.1, C.3.1(a), C.4 and C.6.

14. Evaluation Criteria. In evaluating a proposal to use radioactive

materials, the regulatory authority shall determine the adequacy of

the applicant's facilities and safety equipment, his training and

experience in the use of the materials for the purpose requested, and

his proposed administrative controls.

In evaluating a preposal to use agreement materials, the Rhode Island

Department of Health w.'ll determine whether:

491 149
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The applicant is qualified by reason of training and3.

experience to use the noterial in question for the purpose

requested in a manner as to minimize danger to public

health and safety or property;

b. The applicant 's proposed equipment, facilities, and

procedures are adequate to ninimize danger to public

healtn and safety or property; and

c. The issuance of the license will not be inimical to the

health and safety of the public.

Reference: RIRR Part C.5.2.

Special requirements for the issuance of specific licenses are

contained in the regulations.

References: RIRR Parts C.5.3, C.5.4 and C.S.5.

15. Human Use The use of radioactive materials and radiation

on or in humar s shall not be permitted except by properly qualified

persons (normally, licensed physicians) possessing prescribed

minimum experience in the use of radioisotopes or radiation.

The use of radioactive materials or sealed scurces on or in humans

will be permitted only by licensed physicians possessing p escribed

experience in the use, handling and administration of radioisotopes

or radiation. Rhode Island requirements regarding such use are

uniform with those of the NRC.

y '/ | I .J Uq
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References: RIRR Part C.S.3(a) thru (d).

Governor Garrany 's lte dtd May 25, 1979

Enclosure (2)

INSPECTION

16. Puroose, Frequency. The possession and use of radioactive materials

shall be subject to inspection by the regulatorv authori ty and sh61'. be

subje :t to the peformance of tests, as required t.f the regulatory

authority. Inspection and testing is conducted to cetermine,. and to

assist in cbtaining, compliance with regulatory requirements. Frequency

of inspection shall be related directly to the amount and kind of

material and type of operation licensed, and it shall be adequate

to insure compliance.

The possession and use of radioactive materials will be subject to

inspection by the Rhode Island Department of Health and also to the

performance of tests as required by or performed by the Department.

Inspection and testing will be conducted to detaraine compliance with

State regulations and to determine adequacy of the licensee 's radiation

protection program. Prcpcsed inspection procedures are similar to

those of the NRC Of fice of Inspection and Enforcement.

The frequency of inspections is dependent upon the type and scope of

the licensed activities and will be at least as frequent, and in most

cases, more frequent than inspections of similar licensees by NRC.

|} () ) \E
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References: RIRR Parts A.l.6 and A.1.7,,
.

Governor Garrahy 's ltr dtd May 25, 1979

Enclosure (2)

17. Inspections Compul sory . Licensees shall be under obligation

by law to provide access to inspectors.

The Director of Health or his duly authorized representatives shall

have the pcwer to enter at all reasonable times upon any private or

public property for the purpose of determining whether or not there is

compliance with the state radiation control act and rules and regula-

tioos issued thereunder.

References: RIRCA Section 23-1.3-4

RIRR Part A.1.6(a)

18. Notification of Results o,' Inspection. Licensees are entitled to

be advised of the results of inspections and to notice as to whether or

not they are in compliance.

When there are items of noncompliance, licensees mist be informed at

the time of inspection. Written notices ci violations will also be

provided by the Department.

References: RIRR Part A.7.1 (a), (b) ar: (c).

Governor Garrahy 's ltr dtj May 25, 1979

Enclosure (2).

4 i E9
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ENFCRCEMENT

19. Enforcement. Possession and use of radioactive materials should

be amenable to enforcement through legal sanctions, and the regulatory

authority shall be equipped or assisted by law with the necessary

powers for prompt enforcement. This may include, as appropriate,

administrat; /e remedies locking toward issuance of orders requiring

affirmative action or suspension er revocation of the right to possess

and use materials, and the impounding of materials; the obtaining of

injunctive relief; and the imposing of civil or criminal penalties.

Th. Department is equipped with the necessary powers for prompt

enforcement of the regulations as follows:

.

Each Notice of Violatien will require a consent agreemia. *

whereby the licensee shall provide a written response

to the Agerty within ten days of service of the Notice

of Violation.

Reference: RIRR Part A.7.1 (c).

b. The Department may issue orders ta su' pend, modify or

revoke licenses.

Reference: RIRR Part A.7.4

!$() Eb
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c. When the administrator finds that an errergency exists

requiring immediate 3ction to protect the public heal th

or welf are, he may issue an order reciting the existence

of such an emergency and require such action be taken as

deemed necessary to meet the eT.ergency. The order shall

be effective immedictely, but upon application to the

Director of Health, 3 hearing shall be afforded within 1S

day s.

References: RIRCA Section 23-1.3-9

RIRR Part A.7.3.

d. A civil action may be instituted in superior court on behalf

of the agency for injunctive relief to prevent the violation of

the provisions of RCA 23-1.3 or codes, ruli:s or regulations

promulgated hereunder, and said court may proceed in the action

in a summary manner or otherwise and may restrain in all such

cases any persan frcm violating any of the provisions of this

chapter or said rules or regulations.

Reference: RIRCA S .ction 23-1.3-10.

e. Any person who willfully violates any provisions of Radiation

Control Act, the regulations, or orders issued thereunder may

be guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to a fine or imprison-

ment, or both.

Reference: RIRR Part A.1.9.

[} L) ) $N
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PERSCNNEL ,

20. Cualifications of Regulatory and_ Inspection Personnel. The regulatory

agency shall be staffed with suffOient trained personnel. Prior evaluation

of applications for licenses or authorizations and inspection of licensees

must be conducted by persons possessing the training and experience relevant

to the type and level of radioactivity in the proposea use to be evaluated

and inspected.

To perform these functions involved in evaluation and inspection, it is

desirable that there be personnel holding a bachelor's degree or equivalent

in the physical and/or life sciences, and that the personnel have had

training and experience in radiation protection. The perscn who will

be responsible for the actual performance of evaluation and inspection

of all of the various uses of byproduct, scurce and special nuclear

material which might come to the regulatory body should have substantial

training and extensive experience in tile field of radiation protection.

It is recognized that there will also be persons in the program performing

a more limited function in evaluation and inspection. These persons will

perform the day-to-day work of the regulatory program and deal with both

routine situations as well as sone which will be out of the ordinary.

These people should have a bachelor 's degree or equivalent in the physical

or life sciences, training in health physics, and approximately two years

of actual work experie: ce in the field of radiation protection.

y ') ) \D
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The foregcing are considered desirable qualifications for the staff who

will be responsible for the actua; performance of evaluation and intpection.

In addition, there will probably be trainees associated with the regulatory

program who will have an academic background in the physical or life

sciences as well as varying amount., of specific training in radiation

protection but little or no actual work experience in this field. The

background and specific training of these persons will indicate to some

extent their potential rol in the regulatory program. As they gain

experience and competencein the field, the trainees could be used

progressively to deal with the more complex or difficult types of

radioactive material applications. It is desirable that such trainees

have a bachclor's degree cr equivalent in the physical or life sciences

and specific training in radiation protection. In determining the

requirement far academic training of individuals in all of the furegoing

categories, proper consideration should be given to equivalent competency

which has been gaired by appropriate technical and radiation protection

experience.

It is recognized that radioactive materials and their uses are so varied

that the evaluation and inspection functions will recuire skills and

experience in the different disciplines which will not always reside in

one person. The regulatory authority should have the composite of such

skills either in its employ or at its comand, not only for routine

functions, but aisc for emergency cases.

d, C) } Db
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a. Number of Personnel

There are apprvxiniately 50 NRC specific licenses in the State of

Rhode Island. Under the proposed agreement, the State would assume

responsibility for about 45 of these licenses. In addition. there

are approximately 1500 X-ray machines and 10 radium users in the

State. The Radiation Control Agency is staffed with two profes-

sional persons to carry cut the radioactive m3terial control

activi ti es . We estimate the State will need to apply a mininum of

0.5 to 0.75 person-years of ef fort to the program. The present

personnel together with their assigned responsibilities are as folicws:

. James E. Hickey: Chief, Division of Occupational Health

and Radiation Control . Administrator, Radi ation Control Agency.

Responsible for overall adninistration and supervision of

Division activities.

James L. Nolan: Supervising Radiation Control Specialist.

Will be responsible for the radioactive materials control progran,

enviranmental surveillance and emergency response activities.

Mr. Nolan will administer the licensing and inspection activi ties.

The Agency also has fcur persons specifically assigned to the x-ray

program.

b. Training

The academic and specialized short course training for those persons

involved in the administration, licensing and inspection of radio-

active materials is shco'n belcw.

y\
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Mr. Hickey holds an it.S. degre in Occupational and Radiological

Health from the Harvard School of Public l ealth. Mr. Nolan holds

an MSE degree in Air Resources Engineering from the University of

Washington. Mr. Hickey and Mr. Nolan attended the following

specialized short courses:

James Hickey - Radionuclide Analysis by Gamma Spectroscopy -
DHEW, PHS, BRH, November 1966, Rockville, Maryland.
- Ten Days
State Emergency Planning in Relation to Licensed
Nuclear Facilities - USAEC, March 1973, Brookhaven,
Ncw York. - Three Days

Orientation in Regulatory Practices and Proceuures -
USNRC, September 1976, Bethesda, Maryland - Ten days.

James Nolan - NRC " Ten-Week Health Physics and Radiation
Protection Course"

NRC " Medical Use of Radionuclides for State
Regulatory Personnel" - Five days

NRC " Orientation Course in Regulatory
Practices and Procedures" - Ten days

NRC " Radiological Emergency Response Operations"
Eight days

NRC " Inspection Procedures" - Five days

NRC " Safety Aspects of IndJstrial Radiograpny
for State Regulatory Personnel" - Five days

USEPA - Five courses on air pollution - Four
to five days each.

AP i h8:} } 1} i J
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c. Experience

Mr. Hickey has been Health Specialist and Program Administrator,

Rhode Island Department of Health, Occupational and Radiological

Health Program since 1968. Mr. Nolan has been inspecting x-ray

f acilities, is a Health Physicist on the State emergency response

team and supervisor of the radiological environmental monitoring

program since January 1978. Mr. Nolan also worked as an Air Pollution

Control Engineer and supervisor in the Air Quality Management Section

of the State Department cf Health during the period 1972-1978.

d. ' Medical Advisory Comnittee

The State's Medical Advisory Ccamittee is an integral part of the

Rhode Island Radiation Advisory Commission. By law, the Ccanission

shall consist of eleven members. Areas of medical expertise

represented on the Commission are nuclear medicine, nuclear

pharmacy, veterinary medicine, dentistry, diagnostic radiology,

radiological physics, and radiologic technology. Applications

for non-routine medical uses of radioactive materials will be

referred to the Commission for evaluation and reconimendations.

Reference: RIRCA 23-1.3-13.

awG
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SPECI AL NUCLEAR PAIERI AL

21. Conditions Applicable to Soecial Nuclear Material . The State 's

regulations do not prohibit or interfere with the duties imposed by the

NRC cn holders of special nuclear material cwned by the U. S. Department

of Energy or licensed by NRC, such as the responsibility of licensees to

supply to the hRC reports cf transfer and inventory.

Reference: R IRR Pa rt A.1.l( a ) .

22. Scecial Nuclear Material Defined. The definition of special nuclear

material in quantities not sufficient to form a critical mass, as con-

tair,ed in the Rhcde Island regulations, is uniform with the definition

in 10 CFR Part 150.

Reference: RIRR Annex, Definition 151.

ADMINISTRATION

23. Fair and Impartial Administration. The State has incorporated into

its program provisions for a fair and impartial administration of its

regulatory program. Public participation is provided for in the:

(a) adoption, cmendment, or repeal of rules;

Reference: RIRCA 23-1.3-2( c)(4)

RI Administrative Procedures Act 42-35

RIRR preamble

(b) granting, suspending, revoking, or amending of any license;

Reference: RI AP A 42-35

RIRR A.7

th I) ) kb
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(c) determination of ccmpliance with rules and regulations.

Reference: RI APA 42-35

RIRR A.7

Any person adversely af fected by the final determination of the Agency

may petition for the judicial review of such determination in the superior

court and finally by appeal to the State Supreme Court.

Reference: RI APn 42-35

ARRANGEMENTS FOR DISCONTINUING NRC JURISDICTION

24 State Agency Designatinn. The Rhode Island Department of Health 's

Division of Occupational Health and Radiation Ccntrol has been designated

as the State's Radiation Ccntrol Agency.

Reference: RIRCA 23-1.3-2

25. Existing NRC Licenses and Pending Applicatices. The Agency

has made provision to continue NRC licenses in ef fect temporarily

af ter the transfer of jurisdiction. Such licenses will expire either

90 days af ter receipt from the Agency of a notice of expiration or on

the date of expiration specified in the federal license, whichever is

earlier.

Reference: R IRCA 23-1.3-7

Ib
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26. Relations with Federal Government and Other States. The Rhode Island

Radiation Control Agency is charged with advising, consulting and cooperating

with the federal government, other states and interstate agencies, political

subdivisions, industries, and with groups concerned with control of radiation

s ou rce s .

Reference: RIRCA 23-1.3-2

27. Coverage, Reciorocity. The prcposed Rhode Island agrecment provides

for the assumption of regulatory authority over the following categories

of materials within the State:

(a) Byproduct materials, as defined by Section 11e.(1) of the

Atomic Energy Act, as amended.

(b) Source materials.

(c) Special nuclear materials in quantities not sufficient

to form a critical mass.

Reference: Preposed Agreement, Article I.

Provision has been made by Rhode Island for the reciprocal

recognition of licenses to permit activities within Rhode Island

of persons licensed by other jurisdictions. This reciprocity is

like that granted under 10 CFR Part 150.

Reference: RIRR C.6.

ik ') i bb
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28. NRC and Department of tr,ergy Centractors. The State 's regulations

provide that certain NRC and DOE contractors or subcontractors are exempt

from the State's requirements for licensing and registration of sources

of radiation which such persons receive, possess, use, transfer, or acquire.

Reference: RIRR A.1.4(c )

III. STAFF CONCLUSION

Section 274d of the Atomic Energy nct of 1954, as amended, states:

"The Commission shall enter into an agreement under subsection b.

of this section with any State if--

"(1) The Governor of that State certifies that tne State

has a program for the control of radiation hazards adequate

to protect the public health and safety with respect to the

materiais within the State covered by the proposed agreement,

and that the State desires to assume regulatory responsibility

for such materials; and

"(2) the Comnission finds that the State program is in

accordance with the requirements of subsection o. and in all

other respects compatible with the Commission 's program

for the regulation of such materials, and that the State program

is adequate to protect the public health and safety with respect

to the materials covered by the proposed agreement."

{}) \
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The staf f has 'sncluded that the State of Rhode Island c.cets

the requirenents of section 274 of the Act. The State's

statutes, regulations, personnel, licensing, inspection and

adDinistratiVe procedures are Compatible With thGse of the

Ccccission and adequate to protect the public health and

safety with respect to the materials covered by the proposed

agreement.
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AGREEMENT
3ETWEEN THE

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
AND THE

STATE OF RHODE Till 'l AND Pj,0VICENCE PLANTATICNS
FOR

DISCONTINUANCE OF CERTAIN CCMMISSIGN REGULATORY AUTHORITY
AND

RESPONSIBILITY WITHIN THE STATE PURSUANT TO
SECTION 274 0F THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT GF 1954, AS AMENDED

WHEREAS, The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (hereinaf ter)

referred to as the Commission) is authorized under Section 274 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (hereinaf ter referred to as the Act),

to enter into agreements with the Governor of any State providing for dis-

continuance of the regulatory authority of the Commission within the State

under Chapters 6, 7, and 8, and Section 161 of the Act with resi -t to by-

product materials as defined in sections lle.(1) and (2) of tnc ., source

materials, and special nuclear materials in quantities not sufficient to form

a critical mass; and

WHEREAS, The Governor of the State of Rhode Island and Providence

Plantations is authorized under 23-1,3-7 of the General Laws of Rhcde Island

to enter into this Agreement with the Commission; and

WHEREAS, The Governor of the State of Rhode Island and Providence

Plantations certified on May 25, 1979, that the State of Rhode Island and

Providence Plantations (hereinaf ter referred to as the State) has a program

for the control af radiation hazards adequate to protect the public health and

safety with respect to the materials within the State covered by this Agractent,

and that the State desires to assume regulatory responsibility for such *

materials, and

k h) Jk, c) i\
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WHEREAS, The Governor of the State of Rhode Island and Providence

Plantations certified on May 25, 1979, tnat there is no byproduct material

as defined in section lle.(2) of the Act within the State and that there

is no activity within the State resulting in the production of byproduct

material as defined in section l'e.(2) of the Act; and

WHEREAS, ihe Ccmnission found on , that the program

of the State for the regulation of the materials covered by this Agreerent

compatible with the Commission's program for the regulation of such materials

and is adequate to protect the public health and safety; and

WHEREAs, The Commission found on , that'there are

no NRC licenses outstanding in the State for byproduct m.terial as defined

in section lle.(2) of the Act or for any activity within the State resulting

in the production of byproduct material as defined in section lle.(2) of the
Act; and

WHEREAS, The State and the Commission recognize the desirability and

importance of cooperation between the Commission and the State in the

formulation of standards for protection against hazards of radiation and in

assuring that State and Ccamission programs for protection against hazards

of radiation will be coordinated and compatible; and

WHEREAS, The Commission and the State recognize the desirability of

reciprocal recognition of licenses and exemptions from licensing of those

materials subject to this Agreement; and

|};)) k00
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WHEREAS, The State and the Commission recognize that it will be nac2soury

to consider amendments to this Agreement'in the event that the State wishes

to regulate byproduct material as defined in Section lle.(2) of the Act and

that it will be necessary to amend this Agreement in the event any activity

resulting in the production of byproduct material as defined in section lle.(2)

of the act is found to exist sithin the State; and

WHEREAS, This Agreement is entered into pursuant to the provisions of

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended;

NOW, THEREFORE, It is hereby agreed between the Commission and the

Governor of the State, acting in be. ''f of the State, as follows:

ARTICLE I

Subject to the exceptions provided in Articles II, III, and IV, the

Commission shall discontinue, as of the effective date of this Agreement,

the regulatory authority of the Commission in the State under Chapters 6, 7,

and 8, and Section 161 of the Act with respect to the following materials:

A. Byproduct materials as defined in section lle.(1) of the Act;

3. Source materials; and

C. Special nuclear materials in quantities not sufficient to fora

a critical pass.

ARTICLE II

This Agreement does not provide for discontinuance of any authority and

the Commission shall retain authority and responsibility with respect to

regulation of:

-
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A. The construction and operation of any production or
utilization facili ty;

-

B. The export from or import into the United States of
byproduct, source, or special nuclear mater'31, or
of any production or utilization facility;

C. The disposal into the ocean or sea of byproc Jct,
source, or special nuclear waste materials is
defined in regulations or orders of the Comr:ission;

D. The disposal of such other byproduct, scurce, or
special nuclear ..aterial as the Commissicn from time
to time detum. .es by regulation or order si r id,
because of the hazards or potential hazards '.nereof,
not be so disposed of without a license from the
Commission.

ARTICLE III

Notwithstanding this Agreement, the Commission m. y from time to

time by rule, regulation, or order, require that the n 3nufacturer, processor,

or producer of any equipment, device, cannedity, or ot 'er product cuntaining

source, byproduct, or special nuclear mate-1al shall na, transfer possession

or control of such product except pursuant to a license o: an exemption from
licensing issued by the Commission.

ARTICLE I'l

This Agreement shall not affect the authority of the Cemnission :nder

subcection 161 b. or i. of the Act to issue rules, regulations, or order >

to protect the cornon defense and security, to protect restricted data or

to guard against the loss or diversion af special nuclear material.

r
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ARTICLE V_

The Comission will use its best efforts to cooperate with the State
e

and other Agreement States in the fonnulation of standards and regulatory

programs of the State and the Commission for protection against hazards of

radiation and to assure that State and Comission programs for protection

against hazards of radiation will be coordinated and compatible. The State

will use its best efforts to cooperate with the Comission and other Agree-

ment States in the formulation of standards and regulatory programs of the

State and the Coalission for protection against hazards of radiation and to

assure that the State's program will continue to be ccmpatible with the

program of the Ccmmission for the regulation of like materials. The State

and the Commission will use their best efforts to keep each other informed

of proposed changes in thcir respective rules and regulations and licensing,

inspection and enforcement policies and criteria, and to obtain the comments

and assistance of the other party thereon.

ARTICLE VI

The Commission and the State agrea that it is desirable to provide for

reciprccal recognition of licenses for the materials listed in Article I

licensed by the other party or by any Agreement State. Accordingly, the

Comission and the State agree to use thei- _es' efforts to develop appro-

priate rules, regulations, and proce+ ' - shic.n such reciprocity will

be accorded.

\Y
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ARTICLE VII

The Ccamission, upon its own initiative af ter reasonable notice and

opportunity for hearing to the State, or upon request of the Governor of the

State, may terminate or suspend all or part of this Agreement and reassert

the licensing and regulatory authority vested in it under the Act if the

Commission finds that (1) such termination or suspension is required to

protect the public health and safety or (2) the State has not complied with

one or more of the requirements of section 274 of the Act. The Commission

shall periodically review this Agreement and actions taken by the State under

this Agreement to ensure compliance with section 274 of the Act.

ARTICLE VIII

This Agreement shall beccme effective on October 1,1979 and shall

remain in effect unless and until such time as it is terminated pursuant to

Article VII.

Done at Providence, State of Rhode Island, in triplicate, this

day of

FOR THE UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSICN

FOR THE STATE OF RHOCE ISLAND AND
PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS

J. Jcseph Garrahy, Governor

[4 ) ) )iOC
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THE RHOCE ISLAND RADIATION CONTROL PROGRAM

FOREWARD

The State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, while recognizing
that the scientific, medical, and industrial usages of atomic energy can
be beneficial to i!s citizens, is also cognizant of the hazards inherent
to ionizing radiation. With these hazards in mind, and considering that
the State is comitted to attain the highest practicable degree of pro-
tection for the public from the harmful effects of all types of radiation
exposure and simultaneously permit the many beneficial applications ofb

radiation, the 1976 Rhode Island State Legislature enacted the present
Radiation Control Act.

Section 274 of the Atcmic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, authorizes the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Ccamission (NRC) to enter into an agree-
ment with the governor of a state for purposes of transferring to that
state certain functions of licensing and regulatory control of byproduct,

' source, and less than critical quantities of special nuclear material.

( Section 23-1.3-7 of the 1976 Rhode Island Radiation Control Act authorizes
I the Governor, on behalf of the State, to enter into an agreement with the

NRC which would provide a discontinuance of certain responsibilities of the
NRC relating to ionizing radiation and the assumation of such responsibilities<

by the State. A copy of this legislation is contained in Apcendix I.

HISTORY
1

) Prior to 1960, radiation control activities were integrated with the other
program activities of the Division of Occupational Health of the Rhode
Island Department of Health. About that time radiological health was

f recognized as an area of concern requiring a set of special program activi-
ties within the Division. The development of these activities generally
has caralleled that of other states with the important exception that
comprehensive radiation control legislation was not adcpted until 1976.

In the early 1960's emphasis was placed upon personnel training in radiological
health through attendance at U.S. Public Health Service courses. A state,

i Industrial Code relating to Occupaticnal Radiation Protection was adopted in
June 1]64 In response to the requirements of this Code, a registration of
radiation sources was conducted and completed during 1965. Radiation protection
surveys of x-ray facilities and facilities utilizing Radium began at this time.
An environmental radiation surveillance r.etwork was established by the Division
during the early 1960's to measure f 3llout and has provided continucus data
since that time. The need for radiological emergency response capability was
recognized with the occurrance of a criticality accident in the state in 1964
which resulted in one radiaticn death. The Di/ision has cooperated with other
agencies to provide this capability and is present1 / engaged in updating the
State Emergency Response Plan.

,
I
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The Division has been actively representing the State of Rhode Island
as a member of the Conference of Radi3 tion Control Program Directors,

n((CRCPD), and the New England Radiological Health Committee, (NERHC),
since their inceptions. Both organizations. bring together state and
federal agencies for cooperative efforts toward reduction of radiation
exposure.

Radioactive material users have been provided assistance with hazards
evaluations end reduction upon request. These services have b on available

[dta and utilized by Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensees as well as
users of naturally occurring and accelerator produced radioactive materials
(NARM). Division personnel have taken every opportunity to accompany
NRC inspectors in order to become familiar with problems uncovered in }g
Rhode Island and procedures used for inspections and ccmpliance.

.

-

Environmental radiation issues with which this Division has been involved fc
include: cnitoring and assessment of the impact of radioactive fallout $

from nu: lear weapons testing; mcnitoring and assessment of of f-site impact
of ef fluents from f acilities utilizing large quantities of special nuclear y
materials; review of environmental reporte 1.J safety analysis reports {submitted to suppo-t applications for EPA permits and NRC licenses; moni-
toring and assessment of levels of radioactivity in public, comunity,
and private drinking water supplies; and assistance to other state agencies
when environmental radiation issues arise. ~

Vedical and dental radiography presents by far the largest man-made source fof ionizing radiation exposure to the state's population. As a result, {programs to reduce this exposure have been given priority over the years.
Early programs emphasized physical surveys to encourage voluntary compliance
with NCRP recommendations for equiement and structural shielding. In 1958
emphasis shifted somewhat to programs designed to lower patient dose through
user assistance. At that time a program was developed and implemented by
which dental exposures could be normalized to provide optimum diagnostic
quality at minimum patient exposure.

This Rhode Island orogram described in an article published in the fcerican
,

Journal of Public Health in August 1970 (contained in Appendix VIII) became i

the basis for the Dental Exposure Nornalization Technique (CENT) program "

sponsored by the federal Food and Drug Administration's Bureau of Radiological ,'
Health (BRH,FDA). Under their sponsorship, DENT has since been implemented y
by most states. The Division has also conducted Technique Normalization programs )for mammoaraphy, and for podiatric, chiropractic, and cephalcmetric x-ray
procedures. In later years the cuality assurance aspects of these programs
have received soecial attention.

In 1975 the Division began its participation in the Nationwide Evaluation of
X-Ray Trends (NEXT) progran sponsored by CRCPD and BRH, FDA. A stratified g

random sample of 100 x-ray f acilities was chosen and survejed under this
}nrogram. The results, including me3n exposures for Rhode Island for various

routine radiographic procedures, were publisned in the Rhode Island "edic31
Journal in 1973, and this paper is included in Appendix '!!II, The Division J,

continues to utilize the NEXT orogram in its x-ray centrol ef fects. I

i

y9
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During 1976 it was decided by the State's Legislature that comprehensive
legislation and requlations for control of radiation were necessary and
desirable in Rhode Island to acccmplish further reductions in population
exposure to radiation. The State Radiation Control Act, Title 23, Chapter
1.3 of the General Laws was enacted in May 1976. Acting in accordance
with this legislation, the Director of Health designated the renamed
Division of Occunational Health and Radiation Control as the State Radiation
Control Agency and designated the current Chief of that Division as the
Agency's Administrator. The Director also appointed the eleven-member
Radiaticn Advisory Commission as provided by the legislation.

Regulations for x-ray facilities, which are modeled af ter the Suggested'

State Regulations for Control of Radiaticn, were draf ted by the Agency and
reviewed by the Radiation Advisory Commission. After a public hearing in
accordance with the State's Administrative Procedures Act, the Agency's,

first regulations were adopted in June 1973. These regulations orovidei

for annual registration of all x-ray facilities and certain services to
x-ray facilities. The initial registration was completed in September 1978.
Inspection of x-ray facilities on a scheduled basis for ccmoliance with

I, regulations began shortly thereafter.

The State Radia-tion Ccntrol Act also provides the authority for the Governor,

L to enter into an Agreement for the assumption of certain licensing and
inspection functions of NRC. In December 1978, regulations were adopted to
facilitate the transition of authority fro"1 NRC to the S ta te Ra'':a tion
Control Agency. These regulations become effective on the datt. of an

/ Agreement.

ORGANIZATION, FUNCTIONS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The Rhode Island Department of Health was established in April 1878, under
Section 23 of the General Laws of Rhode Island. This department is respon-
sible for promoting and protecting the health of the people of Rhode Island

'

by:

1) formulating policy and proviaing leadership and coordination
f, of health sorvices;

2) directing the planning, regulation, and development of health
] resources; anJ

3) providing personal and environmental health services.
P

The act creating the state Board of Health established a six-member beard ta
nake investigations into the causes of disease, especially epidemics and
endemics among the people, the sources of nortality, and the ef fects of
localities, encloyments, conditions , and circumstances on the oublic heal th.
Subsecuent legislation setting up individual divisions within the Health
Department dele';ated the responsibility for promulgating rules anu regulations
to each individual division.,

l

The Department has four Associate Direc tors with broad program responsibilities
in: 1) M3nagement and Suppcet Services, 2) Health Planning and Cevelopment,
3) Preventative Yedicine, and 4) Comun i t/ Health Services. A chart showing

'

the present organization of the Cepartment of Health is contained in Appendix II.t

k01 i/5
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Funding for the Department is both state and federal, Federal Block Grants are
used to fund many of the Health Department programs, but specific federal grants [are also employed (e.g., Drinking Water Program). Funding for the Radiation 3
Control Agency is 22% federal and 78% state.and has the services of one assignee
from the Bureau of Radiological Health.

Under the Radiation Control lict, a Radiation Advisory Commission consisting
of 11 members was established. The commission members are appointed by the
Director of Health and include persons representing engineering, diagnostic {radiology, nuclear medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, industrial I
radiation protection, and radiologic technology. Appendix III lists the
membership of the present cocriission. It is the duty of the commissicn to y
advise the Agency on technical matters relating to radiation. The Radiation
Control Agency has authority to regulate the use of all sources of ionizing }
radiation, except those which it ncy exempt or are under the jurisdiction of
tne Federal Government. A chart shcwino the organization of the Radiation
Controi Agency is shown in Appendix II.

All members of the Agency have experience in health physics and have spe- y
cialized training in this field. Professional staff including both new |personnel and existing oersonnel will attend NRC trainir.g courses to attain
and maintain a high level of technical competency. Members also have
experience in cperating laboratory and survey ecuitment. Pesponsibilities, job
descriptiens, b3ckground, and experience of radiction control personnel are k(given in Appendix IV.

The Supervising Radiation Control Specialist in charge of the Radioactive
Materials Section will be responsible for licensing, inspections, investigations
into incidents, and response to emergencies involving radioactive materials.
It is anticipated that he will scend half of his time on the agreement program.
The Administrator of the Radiation Control Agency (the Chief of the Division .f
of Occupational Health and Radiaticn Lontrol) will review and sign licenses
and'will review all inspection reports. His time en the agreement orogran c
will arount to a tenth of a man-year. Other renbers of the Radiation Control
staf f will also participate in the agreement procram such that the total staff '

ccmmitment will be one man-year. These breakdcwns are further quantified in
the budget contained in Appendix VII.

e ,

L
Phode Island is an OSHA Consultation State and not an Enforcement State;
therefore, it is not anticipated that the activities of the Occupaticnal Health ySection will impact on the Radicactive Materials Sectien.

}
SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES

The Radiation Control Agency administers the regulatory prearan associated with
licensing of radioactive naterials and registration of radiation-producing
machines, environmental surveillance, special projects, and response to emergency ysituations involving sources of radiation. Chaoters 18 and 18A of the state
heal th plan , included in Accendix IX, detail the objectives and methods of the [
Division.

F

Within the State of Phcde island there are 1,520 reaisterej x-ra, machiner-
827 dental units, 631 medical units, and 62 industrial e ray units. The number
of EC licenses within the State of Rhode Island as of December 31, 1978 was 49. '

j} L) ) bIU
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It is anticipated that the State will assume a;, proximately 45 of these licenses.
The number o# facilities using radium sources is estimated at 10, and most of
these are hospitals presently under NRC license. Three linear accelerators
are in use for radiation tnerapy, and three small particle accelerators are
in use at local universities.

REGULATORY PROCECURES M10 POLICY

LICENSING AND REGISTRATIONl

The Radiation Control Act requires licensing of all radioactive materials and
registration of all radiation-producing machines except such sources as may

h be specifically exemptcf by regulations. License fees will be charged in
accord with the schedule entained in Spoendix III.

[ Licensing procedures , as provided in Parts A and C of the Rhode Island Rules
I and Regulations for the Control of Radiation, are consistent with those of

the NRC. The license application? and fona contaii 'd in Appendix V will be
used in conjunction with Licensing and Regulatory Co' des provided by the NRC.

General licenses are provided by regulation without fi ing an application with
the Agency or the issuance of a licensing document. General licenses will

( be issued for specified materials under specified conditions when it is determined
that the issuance of specific licenses is not necessary to protect the public
and occupational health and safety. Specific licenses er amendments thereto will
be issued upon review and approval of an application. A specific license will
be issued coly to named persons or facilities under the supervision of named
persons and will incorcorate appropriate conditions and expiratica date.
Pre-licensing inspections will be conducted when appropriate.

The '.gency will request the advice of the Radiation Advisory Comission, or
accrooriate members thereof, with respect to any matter pertaining to a
medical license application, or to criteria for reviewing applications.

All applications for non-routine medical uses of radioactive materials will
be referred to the Radiation Advisory Comission for advice and consultation.

i Apprcoriate research protocols will be required as part of an acclication.
The Agency will maintain knowledge of current developments, techniques, and
procedures for medical uses applicable to the licensing program through

} continuing contact and informatian exchange with the NRC, other agreement states,
j and the medical profession.

The registration program for radiation-producing machines will continue, and' the use of naturally occurring and accelerator produced radionuclides will
new be licensed.

INSPECTION

The Agency is presently initiating an inscettion and ccmpliance program for
x-ray ecuiprent registrants shich is similar to he proposed inspection and,

ccmpliance program for radioactivo naterials.
1

Inspections for the purpose of evaluating radiation safety and determining
_mpliance with appropriate regulations and prcvisions of licenses will be,

|
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conducted as scheduled or in response to e,' quests or complaintr. Inspection
frequeicy will be based upon the extent of the potential hazard and experience "

with the particular facility. Inspection priorities may be changed on a 1
case-by-case basis consistent with current NRC' practices, it is anticipated
that state inspections of licensed facilities will be conducted in accordance
with a priority schedule similar to that shown as follows:

P_RIORITY TYPE OF LICENSE INSP. FREQUENCY

F)'1 Broad Medical 6 tos, or less
Broad Academic
Industrial Radiography

II Industrial 1 yr. or less

III Acadenic 1 yr. or less Y
Medical k
Civil Defense

CIV Linited Medical 2 yrs. or less jLimited Industrial

V Generally Licensed Devices As required
(k

Insoccticns will be rade by pre-arrangement with the licensee or may be unan-
re snced as the agency determines to be most constructive. Written inspection
procedures provided by the NRC will be followed in conducting the inspections -

and preparing reports.
-

The Rhode Island Radiation Control Agency has personnel trained in regulatory [practices and crocedures. Additionally, Agency personnel have accompanied a
NRC compliance inspectors on field inspections to gain a higher degree of
competence in evaluating radiation safety and determining compliance with y
apnropriate regulations and license provisions. Inspections will include the t

observation of pertinent faciii sies, operators, and equipment; a review of *

pertinent reco' ds and of radioactive materials -- all as aDpropriate to the
scope of the activity, conditions of the license and applicable regulations.
In addition, independent measurements will be made, as appropriate.

At the start and conclusion of an inspection, perscnal contact will be made Rat management level whenever possible. Follcwing the inspection, results will Y
be discussed with managerent. Prompt investigations and reports will be made *

of all reported or alleged incidents to determine the cause, the steps taken
.

for correction, and the prevention of similar inciden'.s in the future.

CCMPLIANCE AND ENFORC: MENT

r
Conoliance with regulations and license conditions . vill be determined by

['insoections and evaluacion of inspection reports. When there are items of
non-compliance, the licensee or registrant will be informed at the time of
inspection as follcws: ,

1

1) When the items are mince and the licensee or registrant agrees
at the time of inscecticn to ccrrect them, c-itten inspection 7
findings will be orepa ed which will list the itens of ncn-
compliance, confira any corrections made during the inspection,

J'
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and require acknowledgement by the person interviewed. The
licensee or registrant will be informed that a review of any
corrective action itens will be conducted at the time of the
next regular inspection or by a reinspection.

2) When the non-ccmpliance is considered serious, the person
interviewed will be informed at the time of inspection.
Written inspection findinos will be sent to the licensee
or registrant which will list the items of non-compliance
and require a response within 20 days including proposed
corrective action and an estimated date of completion of

the corrective action.

3) If no reply is received to the initial letter within the
specified time, a Notice of liolation is issued. This
Notice of 'liolation, mailed to managenent, will require a
written Consent Agreement including proposed corrective
action and an estimated date of complet:Jn of the correc-

tive action. If considered appropriate, an unannounced
reinspection will be made shortly af ter the estimated date

,

of completien.

4) Continued non-compliance as determined by the reinspection or
by failure to reply within 10 days of the Notice of 'liolation
will necessitate an Order of Abat; ment from the Agency. Such
formal oroceedings will folicw the procedures contained in
A.7.2 of the Rules and Regulations for the Control of Radiation.

The Agency uses its best efforts to attain compliance through cooperation and
education prior to initiating formal legal procedures such as the Notice of
Violation and Order of Abatement.

Upon request by a licensee, or upon the determination by the Agency, the
terms and conditions of a license raay be amended, consistent with the Act
or regulaticns, to meet changing conditicos in operations or to renedy
technicalities o f non-compliance.

EFFECTI'/E DATE OF LICE'EE TRANSFER

l Any person who possesses a license for agreement materials issued by the NRC,
l on the effective date of the agreement with the NRC, sha ' be deered to

cassess a lihe license issued by the Agen,.y, which shall expire either 90
days af ter the receiat from the Agency of a notice of expiration of such
license, or on the date of expiration specified in the federal license,

whichever is e3rlier.

AC'i!NISTRATI'/E PROCECURES AND JUDICI AL RE'/IEW

The basic standards of procedures for administrative agencies in the State of
g Rnode Island are set forth in 42-35 of the General Laws of Rhode Island found
[ in Appendix 1. The Acency shall follow this lau and the Radiation Control Act

with respect to Fearings, issuance cf orders, and judicial revies of findings,

i
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COMPATIBILITY AND RECIPROCITY

In promulgating the present Rules and L.egulations for the Control of Radiation,
the Agency has, insof ar as practicable, maintained compatibility with NRC and
agreement state regulations; has avoided requiring dual licensing and has

[6provided for reciprocal recognition of other agree- states and federal
licenses.

Through these regulations the State has adopted radiation protection standards
and will strive to maintain cccpatibility with NRC and otFer Agreement States.
The Agency will also cxperate with NRC and other Agreement States in inter-
changing information and statistics relating to control of radioat ive materials.

C00RDINATIC1 WITH THE DEPARTMENT CF ENVIRCNMENTAL MANAGEMENT

The Department of Environ ental Management is the depart ent responsible for
envirenTental protection li thin the s t3 te. The state laws governing hazardous
waste, air pollution, and water pollution are included in Appendix I, and the
memoranda of understanding from the three divisions involved are contained .n
Appendix X.

The Division of Land Resources will not issue a permit for a low level radio- g-
active waste burial site until a license has been issued by the Radiation gControl Agency. Presently the Division of Air Resources does not have any
air quality standards for radioactive air pollutants, and in the absence of
any guidance frca the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the {division does not plan to regulate such materials.

O

The Division of Water Rescurces does not issue EPA water discnarge permits, but
Ythey do certify the adequacy of the applications. In their review they will

assure that all discharges meet the standards contained in Appendix A, Table II, {
Column II of the Rhode Island rules and regulations.

RADIATION LABORATORY SERVICES

The Radiation Control Agency has the capability of evaluating samples collected gduring routine inspections and for making independent measurements. In addition }to the survey instruments listed in Appendix VI, the Division has a large
v3riety of' air sanoling equipment fo" industrial hygiene surseys including
portable air sampling pu.ps for filters and charcoal cartridges, smoke tubes, (and a velometer. If the need ror a neutron survey eter arises, one can be o
borrcwed frem the University of Rhcde Island. All survey instruments used for
inscection and emergency response will be calibrated quarterly as per NRC State {Aareements - Division III Information Notice H.2.

The Divisico of Laboratories has capabilities of ga ra spectroscopy and gross
alph3-beta counting of environmental samples. For more sophisticated non-routine [evaluations, samples will be sent to the EPA lab in Montgerery, Alabana. R

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

fThe Rhode Island RaJiation Ccntroi Agency has technicall f trained personnel
and specialized equier or to investigate and evaluate incidents involving
icnizing radia tion. T.. Agency continues to crepare for such respense by *

providing tne folicwing:
,
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1) trained staff for advisement required,to r..eet any given situation;

2) trained and equipped staff for emergency field activities;

3) transportation by automobile to site of incident;

4) established liason with appcopriate NRC and DCE Operations Offices; and

5) training to key personnel of other state / local agencies.

i Radiological assistance in the form of nonitoring, liason with aporcoriate
authorities, and recomnendations for area security and cleanup are provided by
the Agency. The contamination guides used by the Agercy are in Table III of

' the Protective Action Guides cantained in Appendix il. All Agency personnel
will be maintained at an operation-ready level of training. Part of tnis,

training will be provided through cocceration of the NRC in Las Vegas, Nevada.

The Annex C Nuclear Accident or Incident Control Flan presently being revised
by the State Civil Defense Preparedness Agency (DCPA) is included in Apperdix XI.i

This plan addresses both transportation accidents and of f-site releases from
i fixed facilities. It recoires that tt > State Police first notify CCPA which

in turn notifies the Radiation Control Agency. It is the responsibility of the
.lgency to advise the CCPA the extent of the hazard to the public health and
safety and recoTrend protective actions as necessary. All licensees i'l be
civen copies of the plan and instructed in proper reporting of incidencs which
occur outside of their facility.

1
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i 26 April 1979

.

DIVISION OF OCCUFATIOML IfEALTH AND RADI ATION CONTROL
~

Radiation iersonnel (Current)
.

N)me Title Duty Assignment

James E. Hickey Chief, Divisien of Occupational Hlt. & Radiation Control Overall administration & supervision
of division activities, Administrator
of Radiation Control Agency.

X-Rav arni flectronic Products Control

*Ch3 rles V. Mc% hon Supervising Radiation Control Specialist Supervisor, x-ray compliance and
other electronic product programs.

Robert T. Wtkins Supervising Radiation Control Specialist Assist CP 'f and Supervisor in
innlement.cien of Radiation Control
Program element.

John L ferruolo Radiation Control Specialist Specialist, x-ray compliance and
other electronic product programs.

James B. Ganelin Radiation Control Specialist Specialist, x-ray compliance and
other electronic product programs.

Radioactive Materials, Emergency Response, and Environmental Matters

* Jar:es L . Nolan Supe: vising Radiation Control Specialist Supervisor, Radioactive Materials
Control Program; environmental
surveillance; and emergency response.

Louis Geremia Radiaticn Control Technician Assist with environmental and
emergency response activities.

4
e

Indicates Section Supervisor for purposes of division procedures.*

.
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CURRICutHM VITAE

JAMES E. HlCKLY
PRESENT POSITION

206 Cannon Building '

'i

Davis Street Lhief, Division of Occupational
Health dnd Radiation ControlProvidence, RI 02900

Telephone: 277-2438 Rhode Island Department of Hea'th

ACADEMIC _ OUAL IFICATIONS

Providence College 1962 B.S. ChemistryHarvard School of Public Health 1968
| M.S. Cccupationa! & Radiological Health

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENT
|

) Brown University
Clinical Ins tructor in Community Health
Division of Biology and Medicine

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

1963-1965- U.S. Army, Europe
Medical Administrative Officer

1965-1968 R.I. Hospital & ChemistR. I . Depar tment of Heal th

1968-present R. I . Department of Heal th, Health Specialist & Drogram AdministratorOccupational & Radiological
Health Program

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION

COMPREHENSIVE PRACTICE OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE by The American Board ofIndustrial Hygiene - 1973

!

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCI ATIONS

American Industrial Hygiene Association
American Conference of Go< err. mental Industrial Hygienists
American Acadeay of Industrial Hygiene
National Conference of Radiatirn Control Program Directors
Health Physics Societyi

,

PUBLICATIONS

Trav is , <. and Hic key , J.E. , " A Sta te Progr3;t for Reducing Radiation Exposurefra, Dental X-ray Machines," A.J.P.H., 60: 1522-1527 (Aug.. 19 7 T, .
Hickey, J.E. and Wuraft1t. J., " Report on Rhode Islar.d X-ray Exposure CardSurvey - 1973," R.I. Dental J., Page.10-12 (March 1976).

I

Hickey, J.E. , " Patient Exposure During Diagnos tic X-ray Procedures in Rhode
I s land ," R. I . Med Ica l J. , 61: 300-306 ( Augus t 1978) .\

l
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James E. Hickey

Short Courses Pertinent to Agreement State Drcgram f
Radionuclide Analysis by Gamma Spectroscopy - CHEW, PHS, BRH, November 1966,
Rockville, Maryland.

State Emergency Planning in Relation to Licensed Nuclear Facilities - USAEC, I
'

March 1973, Brookhaven, New York.

Orientation in Regulatory Practices and Procedures - USNRC, September 1976,
Bethesda, Maryland. Te n
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RESUME
-- J a nu afy,19,7_9 4
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.i

Joines L . Nolan Age: 29
*

''

16 Glendale Avenue 5'10", 150 lbs. .
Prov:dence, R1 02906 Single
4ul/521-9339 Excellent Health

EDUCATION:

Undergradua te:

Brown University
Providence, R1
September 1967 - June 1971
Sc.B. in Envircnmental Engineering

Graduate:

Fordham University School of Law
k New York, NY

September 1971 - June 197?
No Degree,

! University of Washington
Seattle, WA
September 1976 - August 1977
M5E in Air Resources Engineering

Special Courses:

USEPA, Research Triangle Park, NC

" Source Sampling for Particulate Pollutants"
September 10-13, 1972

" Air Pollution Meteorology"
'

November 12-16, 197a

"Dif fusion of Air Pollution - Theory and A;plications"
March 18-22, 1974'

I

" Air Cuality Monitoring Systems"
December 9-13, 1974,

"Statistica! Evalua ticn of Air Pollution Data"
April 5-8, 1976

9

USNRC

' 'n Week Health Physics and Radiation Protection Course"i,
,,

Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, TN
I February 6 - April 14, 1978

9
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dames L. Nolan
Resume - Page 2 [

g

w

a
" Medical Use of Radionuclides for State ' Regulatory Personnel"
Baylor College of Medicine

[Housto.'. TX
BMay 1-5, 1978

"Orienta tion Course in Regula tory Practices and Procedures"
Nuclear Regula tory Comission
Silver Spring, MD
September 11-22, 1978

" Radiological Emergency Response Operations"
Las Vegas, Nevada
November 28 - December 8,1978

WORK EXPE k "7:

Air Pollution Control Engineer
Rhode Island Department of Heal th

-

Divisico of Air Pollution Control
u

June 1972 - Auaus t 1975: My initial assignment with the Division of Air
Pollution Control was the enfurtement of particulate emissions regulations.
This included surveying the potential sources of particulate emissions and
determining the status of compliance of such sources. Sources which were
not in compliance were issued ab".ement orders, and it was my responsibility g
to recomend acceptable types of control equipaent, review permit applications
for the installation of control equipment, monitor the progress of construction, j
testify in legal proceedings as an expert witness and supervise the stack
sampling to assure compliance with the regulations. "

h
Aucust 1975 - January 1978: My jeb in the Air Quality Management Section was
to supervise the redesign of the air quality monitoring network, evaluate air
quality data and propose new or modified regulations as necessary to attain

d
F

the Ambient Air Quality 5tandards.
modeling to reduce the total number of S0In this ef fort we used meteorological2 and TSP sites and yet improve our
understanding of the spa tial extent of these two pollutants. ,.

We began monitoringCO and bj for the first time and documented air quali ty violations of both I,

standards. We developed regulations for the control of hydrocarbons from
'

stationary sources to reduce the 0 levels; we cooperated with the Rhode Island3Department Transportation by performing C0 modeling to evalua te the alterna- g.

{tives they had designed to attain the C0 standard. We also instituted a number
of special air monitoring programs not required by the USEPA such as sulfates,
org3nic 3nd elemental carbon particulates, dichotomous sampling of total ,

particulates with elemental analysis by X-ray fluorescence spectrosccpy and
scattering coef ficient for visibility. It was primarily as a result of these

-

special projects that I becare interested in atmospheric aerosols and chose to P

do my graduate work in atmospheric chemistry at the University of Washington.
t

i
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Jaines L. Nolan
Resume - Page 3

Supervising Radia tion Control Specialist
Rhode Island Department of Health
Division of Occupational Health and Radiation Control

Januar1 978 - P.r_ejytn_t: My present responsibilities include administration1

of the proposed Agreement States program for Rhode Island, participation as
a Health Physicist on the State emergency response team and supervision of
the radiological environmental nonitoring program. The Agreement State program
in Rhode Island is not large with presently only 40 some cdd licensees there-
fore the radioactive rater ials section has also been assigned the task of
inspecting both analytical and industrial 4-ray machines. The enviror.menta l
monitoring program includes air sampling as well as the radiological aspectsof the Safe Drinking Water regulations.

Since elevar 2d levels of Radium-226are commonly found
in waters from drilled wells in Rhcde Island the drinking

water program has dominated our environmental effort recently.

SOCIETY MEMPERSHIPS:

Air Pollution Control Association
American Association for the Aavancement of Sciencereerican Cnemical Society
Americal Meteorological Society
Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors
Health Physics Society

COMM I T TEE S_:

NARM Task Force of the Conference of Radia tion Control Program Directors

PUBLICATIONS:

" Meteorological Factors Controlling Photochemical Pollutants in Southeastern
New England," International Conference on Photochemical Oxidant Pollutionand Its Centrol Proceedings, Vol . I, EPA-600/3-7 7-001a , Janua ry 1977.

" Measurement of L;ght Abscrbing Aerosols fecm Combustion Sources," MSE Thesis,Universi ty of Washington, Sea ttle, WA, 1977.

" Measurement of Light Absoroing Aerosols frcm Combustion Scurces," Proceedings
of the Conference on Carbonaceous Particles in the Atmosphere, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, March 20-22, 1978.
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RAl)l A l lON ADVISONY (UMMISSitW MI:MBEl'S

C A l l.LO K'f NAME AND Al) DRESS TE R.M * COMMENTS

I). it . l . A . !. . C . A. I'ranc is DLLglio 4 yrs. Designee of R.I.A.E.C.
R.I. Nuclear Sci.7ee Center
Sout h i erry Road

Na r ra v,.ne.e t t , R1 02SH2
l'e I . 7H9-9391

!) Physical Seitoce Dr. Colin orton 4 yrs. Rad iological Physicis t
o r l'ng inee r ing Dept. of Rad ia t ion Oncology aftiliated on full-time basi.

.

Rhode Island llospital with voluntary non-profit
59 3 l.dily St r eet hospital.
Ptovidence, R1 02902
Tel. 277-831!

i) Diagnostic Dr. Janes ti . Leach 3 yrs. Designee of Society
Rad io l..gy Chief ol Radiology

Woonsocket Itos p i t a l
115 Cass Avenue
Woonsocket, Rt 02895
Tel. 767-1211

.) Noe lea r Med ic ine Dr. Saniord C. Spraragen 3 yrs. Designee rf Society
Mirian Hospital
164 Sunuait Avenne
Providence, d. I 02906
Tel. 274-3700, Ext. 286,

.) Dentistry Dr. Joseph A. Yacovone 4 yrs.
and R.I. De pa r trae n t of Health

Chairmanship Division of Dental llealth
75 Davis Street
Providence, RI 02908
Tel. 277-2588

5 Veterinaiv Dr. Jehn Flinten 3 yrs. Designee of Society
Med ic ine 750 Itoston Neck Road,

'

Narragansett, RI 0.'882
Tel. 783-5250

1

{) Industrial Adrien R. T r ud ea u 3 yrs. Radiation Safety Officer for
Radiation 8 Amos Street Electric Boat operation at
Protection Peacedale, RI 02883 Quonset.

Tel. 2 01-4 4 ti- 2 5 31

Radiologic Charles Abate, R.T. 2 yrs. Registered Technologist
l ec t n n il o;;y 4 0 it.o.. l e t Avenne

Wuonsocket, R1 02895
Tel. /to-42/4

l'nd e s i nn.i t ed tir , Vin. cot W. I)i S p i g no 2 yrs. Nuclear Pha rnac i s t
i

all Sli t r s !) t i s t'
.j s l r o 31 i iii , il i k' 419
rel. 9 W-t912 O
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CAT EUU RY N.\itt ,\?m ADI)RESS TER't COPJtENTS

!) I'nde s l >;na t ed W,iyne t 'o t n o i r *
2 yrs. Nuclear Medicine Designet'4 Soilbury ';t ree t of Society '

North Prov ideni e. Rt 02904
'l e t . 456-4168

') Undesignated William Ruventine
Director of Radlological Physics 2 yrs. Radiological Physicist
Roger Willians General liospital
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Name Quantity Manufacturer Model S/fi Range Description
,

,
._-

'
__ ___ f

Nocor 1 Nuclear Corp. CS40 1029 0-50,000 mR/hr Portable; lonizat i 'hamber Beta,

of America Ganrna
. ..-

_

Pa noram ic 1 Victoreen 470A 640 Integrate: Por table; loniza t.ca chamber Alpha:I

0-1000 mR Beta; Gamma; X-ray

Rate:
0-1000 mR & R/hr

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Transistor Survey 2 fiuclear Chicago 2650 504 0-150,000 CPM Portable; Geiger Mueller Alpha;
756 0-100 mR/hr Beta; Ganma

'4eter

Scintillation 1 Eberline PAC- 122 Ganina : 0-2 R/hr Portable; Scintillation & G.M.
Alpha Counter 1 SAG Alpha: tube; Alpha; Gansaa

0-2,000,000 CPM
__

Cutie Pie Survey 1 Nuclear Chicago 2586 871 Integra te: 0-25 mR Portable; Ionization Chamber;

Rate: 0-2500 mR/hr Beta; Gansna; X-ray
Meter

*f'DH 1015 X-ra y 1 MOH-Ind. 1015 1341 1 mR/ min-650 R/ min Portable; lon Chamber; X-ray &
0.02 mR-99.9R Time 10 x 5 -6 Chamber.On loanMonitor
1 mR-13R for BENT study

,

1 MS-99.95

*Microl ine Elec tro- 1 NARDA Microwave 8100 2112 0-200 mW/cm2 Portable; Microwave Radiation
Maanetic Meter Corp. Monitor. On loan from FDA

-

I
~

]PortabletonChambersVictoreen R-Meter 2 Vic toreen Inst. 570 938 0-25R
Corp. 689 1 - SR Chamber 1 - 10R Chamber

2 - 2.5R Chambers
3 .25R Chambers 4 - 25R Chambers

_-

* Dosimeter Charger 1 Dosimeter Corp. --- 01/41 0-200 mR Portable Dosimeter Charger &

LED's of America 702018 0-200 mR LED's
6C7074 0-1.2R
701046 0-SR
701041 0-SR~

-

* Da s ime t er 1 Stephen --- 2018525 --- Additional LED Reader / Charger

Charger / Reader_ _ _ . .

c- . _ _ _ _ _.

* Equipment on loan from federial government



i
-

.

* Dosimeter 1 Capintec 189 1172-5843 0-2R Portable Dosimeter Charger /
Charger /Rea<:er CAT 6 E71-4579 0-0.2R Reader & LED's

,

& LED's

9-ray Chronometer 1 Machtett XRC --- --- Portable Chronometer; Time &

1016 Pulse. On loan from FDA
,

i
'

Geiger Counter (LAB)!
. l Eberline E 120 --- 0-70,000 CPM Reader Beta, Gamra (portable

Pancake Detec tor Pancake Detector, Geiger Mue
Geiger Counter 1 Amperex 18546 --- 0-70,000 CPM Beta Radiation Counter (port|

I (LAB),

6 CPM Internal Proportional CounteProportional 1 fluclear Measurements PCC 11 T --- Alpha- 0.1-10
Counter (LAs) Corp. DS l T Beta- 20-106 CPM (Decade Scaler)

.__ ____ j.

Beta Counter (l.AB) 1 Tracer Lab SC 250 --- --- Lo Background Seta Counter
_ _ _ _ . _ _

Ganina Spec trometer 1 Technical Meas. --- --- Tolerance to high,

! Gamna Spectrometer
(t;g) | Corp. count rate

j 50,000 pps
___ _____ q _ _ _ _

Victoreen Civil I
2 i Victoreen lA 282i!S 0-500 R/hr. Portable fon Co r ? er; CannaDefense Radiation

Survey Meter | 27719e
'

i
I i

Victo een Civil
Defense Radiation l Victoreen 6B 129028 0-50 mR/hr G.M. Tube Portable, Beta;
Survey Meter 0-30,000 CPri Ga Tvia

! -

Dosimeter
1 Victoreen SB 56782 --- Portable Charger / ReaderCha rger/ Read er

] Dosimeter 1 Bendix --- C0123098 0-200R - --

.. E0553307
-._ __ ___ _

Geiger Counter and Hand Prob:
Geiger Counter 1 Eberline Inst. E-120 6875 50 mR/hr Beta and Ganna HP 270-

-4 Corp. 70K CPM Alpha Beta Gamma HP 190
''

Skl Chirper

| t ,

* Equipment on loan from feder al covernment
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1 mR/ min 650 R/ min Portable Ion Chamber -

DH 1015 1 MDit Ind. 1015 1384 -

0.02 mR-99.9 R X-ray and time
-ray Monitor 1 mR-13R 10x5-6 Chamber S/fl 3409 ; *,

lms - 99.9s
..............-- ......--.....------ ...... ---- -----

1 nR/hr 650 R/hr Portable Ion Chamber
.002mR-9.99R X-ray and time
ImR-0.433R 10xS-180 chamber S/ti 5334
1ms-99.9s

_ ___ _ . . _ _

.isconsin X-ray Test i Radiation Meas. 101 1455 60-1?0 kVP* kVp and HVL measurement

Cassette Inc.
,

I
i

.upertech VI | 1 Brice Kratzer --- --- - X-ray technique calculatore

.__ i
,

berline Personnel ! '

0.1 mR/hr-5000 Pccket-sized radiation monitor
' 1 I Eberline Ins. RT-1A .---

Corp. R/hr with audible warning in gativilaRad ia tion t.ani tor
radiation fields (Halogen
quenched geiger tube)

i
i - - - - - -

__ u_ _ _ _

.| | Step wedge for darkroom fog' 1 |:EW study
,

_._

NEXT Equipment stand, filters
iEW l set and accessories

--

Items contained in kit are
DA Compliance 1 i recorded on inventory record
Test Kit

,'

in file: MDH FDA COMPLIANCE
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